The Four Windows of Manifestation
From the teachings of Dr. Michael Bernard Beckwith
[Written, compiled, and edited By Reverend Cheryl J. Ward, J.D. Updated August 2011]

Introduction: Every human experience can be viewed through one of these Four Windows of Manifestation. We live in a manifest world in
this time/space dimension. For hundreds of years philosophers, writers, sages, and spiritually enlightened individuals have offered
explanations of how the manifest world comes to be our physical reality. Universal laws have been identified according to an observed
description of how these invisible laws seem to work. Down through the ages, these universal spiritual laws have been identified as responsible
for bringing about a physical result. Some have invoked the laws to bring about a healing of health and wholeness; others have invoked the
laws to manifest a desired financial result. In recent years the field of quantum physics has helped to provide a greater understanding of our
local versus non-local reality, and our participation in “observer-created reality.” Yet, the difficulty lies in understanding why certain things
manifest and what God, or the Divine, has to do with manifestation.
Undoubtedly, one could say there are more than four windows of manifestation. However these four, as defined by Dr. Michael Bernard
Beckwith, in my view provide a wider context for understanding the laws of manifestation than the Newtonian view of cause and effect. We live
as spiritual beings having a human experience in the manifest (form) world of time and space. What gets manifested follows the laws of
manifestation as well as the Divine Impulse indwelling in each of us. This Divine Impulse finds It’s expression in our awareness (consciousness)
through our individual souls. The soul’s evolution is very much a part of the manifest world. Yet, though we see, we must not judge by
appearances! To make sense of this manifest world it is extremely helpful to view life through Dr. Beckwith’s windows of manifestation!
The Job Factor/Beliefs

Lesson

Blessing

Reflective Collective Consciousness
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First Window – The Job Factor ---- Beliefs, A Subset of Your Perception “”The Job Factor is a description of how individuals
manifest that which they consciously or unconsciously
most fear, resist, dread, worry about and bring into
manifestation by the constant placement of their
attention and observation.. . .Nothing comes into our
experience uninvited. If we don’t want something to
happen, it has just as powerful an impact as wanting it,
because we have placed our attention on it.”
---Michael Bernard Beckwith



Beliefs: whether they are conscious or unconscious, your beliefs
will determine your experience; they form your perception of
reality. You focus on events around you -- your relationships, your
health and your finances -- through your dominant 'belief-sets' that
form your perception of the manifest world.



What you believe is what you experience. Awareness of your
beliefs about relationships, love, finances, health, spiritual growth,
livelihood, ego, is critical to making changes to your human
experiences.



Examining your beliefs is critical to understanding your life, particularly if you live in fear, worry, angst, anxiety about the
future most of the time. It is also important to know if you are believing more in unforgiveness
thanof forgiveness
towards
“The second window
manifestation gives
those who you feel have done you wrong, abandoned you, betrayed you or deceived
you.
entrance
to lessons which draw to us people and



Second Window



Lesson: The higher self, or your Over-Soul, will create things on an inner level forthings
yourhappen,
unfoldment.
created
we begin toThat
catchwhich
that we is
have
a
serves to birth transformational qualities within you. Your soul provides lessonsmagnetic
for you.
Something
is
seeking
to
emerge
field into which we draw that which is in
through you as part of your soul’s unfoldment.
service to our expansion of consciousness.”



You Are Your Own School. The Divine within your soul creates for Its
own evolvement certain lessons for unfoldment. On this level, your soul is
in tune with higher consciousness and develops circumstances and
situations that will bring forth the lesson.

– Lessons for Your Soul’s evolution

experiences through which we grow, develop and
unfold. Even though we cannot see precisely why

Michael Bernard Beckwith
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Are you learning the lessons of your soul provided by your Over-Soul? Or, are you just seeking to live in comfort and
“When contemplating lessons, consider this:
pleasure? If you are ignoring or failing to see why things are happening in your life, you may well be avoiding a very
there is a deeper dimension to your spirit
significant lesson that your soul has drawn to you. This is another reason why we which
don’t can
judge
by appearances,
we find the
create
challenging experiences
designed to propel you into manifesting your
deeper meaning that is being crafted just for us.

highest potential, to expressing the gifts,
talents,
thatof
you
come on the
The soul unfolds itself by allowing the Presence of God to speak to it, that it may discernand
the skills
lessons
it’shave
unfoldment
from
planet to deliver..”
this state of consciousness (awareness) and unity with the Infinite.
--Michael Bernard Beckwith

Third Window – A Blessing in the Lives of Others


The soul, in its identification and unification with the Divine - the allencompassing Eternal Presence - chooses to serve this Divine Presence in the lives of others. These souls have come here
to deliver and be a blessing for another.



Often seekers ask: Why do bad things happen to good people? Why do children who are innocent, having committed
no sin, suffer disease or abuse? This question begs for a deeper understanding of Life, of who we are, of whose we are,
and of our co-creative unity with the Divine Presence and all other souls. Seeing nothing but separation from God and
from others, makes this question perfectly logical. But there is a larger knowing, a deeper understanding at work here.



Blessing: This window offers the opportunity to view “negative” experiences as more deeply profound than we can
imagine on the surface. These so-called negative or horrific experiences carry within them a blessing for others. A
blessing is the bestowing of good of any kind; the recognition of
the Hand of the Divine in any situation. Usually the soul who
“You and others you know have had experiences you consider
dedicates his/her life to being a blessing in the life of others is
as being uninvited, meaning you did not seek them out.
living from a very high state of consciousness. This view of
However, quite possibly they occurred to help another
blessing comes from an inner state of consciousness that
individual evolve.”
recognizes Life as Eternal - never ending - and is unified, not only
---Michael Bernard Beckwith
with the all-encompassing Presence of God, but with all of Life
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and every other soul-being!


The blessings help to birth new qualities and uncover hidden strengths that allow one to transcend circumstances. The
Grace of God brings you through any struggle or challenge. You are brought into a profound space of deep love and
connection-- compassion is born anew in you!



Are you aware of those individuals in your life who have come to earth to be a beneficial, (sacrificial), presence in the lives
of others? For some, their appearance may look like mental disability, physical illness, betrayal, and criminal conduct
(a-ha, “the Judas kiss”). Judging this type of conduct as the world would judge, often results in anger directed at God
(“How could God let this happen?”), condemnation, withholding of compassion, unforgiveness and so forth, against others.
We may be unkind to someone who we hold in this state of judgment. This point of view is ignorant of our oneness with
all of life and the Divine Plan back of everything.



Some soul-beings have chosen to make their lives sacred (sacrificial) for the evolution of humankind. If we look at pain
from the perspective of time, it looks like suffering. If we look at pain from the perspective of Eternity, we do not see it;
instead, we see all unfolding according to a Divine Plan; we see that all is well.



Some children and babies come to this life for a short time for the purpose of being a blessing in the lives of others. This
was so poignantly pointed out in The Wheel of Eternity by Helen Greaves. The author, who was clairvoyant, tells the story
of a very wealthy woman who had a boy born with Down’s Syndrome. The boy died at 11 years of age from drowning.
The mother was very hardened of character, cold and lacking in warmth and compassion. On the other side, the boy was
able to communicate with Helen Greaves, in which she writes about in her second book, The Wheel of Eternity. He was an
advanced soul who came to be a blessing in his mother’s life, opening her heart up to kindness and compassion which
happened after his death. This is a fascinating true story, well worth reading for yourself. Read the first book Testimony of
Light by Helene Greaves to understand the second book.

The Fourth Window – Reflection of Collective Consciousness
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As long as there are negative beliefs around the planet, accepted by the collective race consciousness, these opinions,
judgments and beliefs may be reflected in your life.
Are you believing as the world believes? Are you under the
hypnotic spell of the collective beliefs of the human race? You can choose to believe in a different world. What will you
choose now?



You get to think independent of prevailing beliefs and think from an
awareness of the Divine Presence, your Connection to God, and your true
essential nature.



Walking in both worlds. You want to always keep one foot in Eternity
and the other foot in time. With Eternity, we transcend the pain and
suffering while not denying that it is happening on one level. And with
the other foot walking in the time dimension, we open our hearts to
forgiveness and compassion for the suffering and pain going on in the
world. By doing this you are not succumbing to the world of human
experience, you are transcending it. More importantly, you are joining
the field of other soul-beings who are lifting the evolutionary vibration of
the planet.

“Through the fourth window we view the
collective mindsets of humankind. There are
different ‘schools of consciousness’ in which we
enroll ourselves. Some individuals are part of
the collective mind that believes fear, worry,
doubt, scarcity, lack, suffering, death,
creationism, and a nature of sinfulness from
which one needs to be saved are life’s realities.
Then there are those who are part of the
collective mind who believe that bliss,
enlightenment, primordial emptiness,
immortality, wholeness, and oneness are the
realities of existence.”
--Michael Bernard Beckwith
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Appearances Can Be Misleading
Through our five senses we perceive and experience the manifest world. And through our innate intelligence and cognitive
reasoning ability, we interpret, and give meaning, to the events, behavior of people and the situations that occur in our lives.
Daily activities capture our attention and before we know it, we are off and running with a meaning and interpretation of just
about every occurrence that captures our attention. We are cautioned by the Master teacher Jesus to not judge by
appearances, but to judge righteously. These four windows offer a clear path to righteous judgment.
Which Window? You no longer judge by appearances because you realize you do not know what you are looking at —
beliefs made manifest, a Lesson, a Blessing, or a Reflection of Collective Consciousness. Introspection and contemplation
through these four windows free us from the occasional and sometimes constant tyranny of the manifest human experience.
Begin today to reflect upon your life. When the view that you are seeing is incomprehensible or difficult to understand, try
focusing your awareness through one of these windows and see what insight and intuitive recognition comes forth.

“Manifestation is, in essence, creation, and its laws are basically laws of creativity. To be a true manifestor, man must redefine himself from being
a receiver into being a divine creator. God (hence the divinity within man) creates not by manipulation and domination but through being. All
creation is an aspect, a reflection of what God is. God creates or manifests by being Himself. . . . Each consciousness will experience exactly what
it is able to be on the level of its functioning awareness.”
--- David Spangler, The Laws of Manifestation
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